A little bit about us...

OUR KENNEL „MALIZI DOGHOUSE“ IS OFFICIALLY REGISTERED BY FCI.

With Molosser breeds we deal since 2001, when we started with Dogue de Bordeaux – female called Eliska. But because she was not suitable for breeding, furthermore we did not continue with this breed. Eliska left us unexpectedly in her nearly 9 years. We will never forget her and she stay in our hearts for ever.

WE BREED QUALITY TOSAS SINCE 2003.

Tosa is a rare breed, so we try to supply new blood to our kennel, we imported 6 Tosas, 1 male and 5 females, all of our dogs come from top breeding and the best kennels in Europe. We breed only high quality dogs, who meet our demanding requirements of breeding. There is born 1 or 2 litters per year in our kennel.

All dogs are part of our family, our friends, which we give all our time. Because that my job allows me work at home i can spend almost all day with dogs.

- In breeding we focus primary on the calm, confident, balanced character. Individuals unstable, fearful or agressive we exclude from breeding.
- In exterior we prefer a head, type and strong skeleton.
- Due to high qualities of our males, we don’t offer them for mating to the public and they are used only in our kennel.
- If we choose the stud dog, is not important how many show results he has, we can assess the quality of dog by long-term experience with breed.

Show results are not the main indicator of dogs quality for us! We are in touch with breeders from all over Europe to keep track of the breed and acquire new experiences.

People who are interested in this amazing, specific rare breed may contact us via e-mail, we speak English.

Contacts: Kristýna Malinovská, Zlín, Czech Republic / Phone: +420 604 825 294 / E-mail: dogsmd27@gmail.com

www.malizidoghouse.cz